[Anesthetic infiltration of the spermatic cord in surgery for voluminous hydrocele].
The use of a new technique in spermatic cord block in surgical treatment of large hydroceles is reported. Identification of the cord in these cases is often difficult due to the presence of the hydrocele. The reported technique consists in the percutaneous drainage of the hydrocele prior to the block, in order to allow an easier identification of the cord. The block is then performed by the usual method. 108 patients with large hydroceles (above 250 mls) underwent surgical repair employing this approach. In only one case the cord was not identified even after drainage due to the effects of a previous hernioplasty. In the remaining 107 patients the cord was easily identified and blocked. The excellent results obtained with this approach, show that cord block is possible in all patients, even when a large hydrocele is present.